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Small Business Tax Saving Tactics
To avoid wasting time, money, and resources, pay attention to your potential tax burden when
forming your business. The formation stage is vital to maximizing deductions and minimizing
your tax liabilities for the future. Any failure to pay tax can land your business in unnecessary
legal trouble. Also, if you don't consider your tax liability, it can unknowingly eat into your
bottom line. To maximize your profits, and stay out of legal hassle, your business must always
pay its taxes on time. In this book, you will learn about: -The overview of all the business taxes
-Different taxes payable by different business entities -Tax tips according to the business
structure -An overview of excise tax -Tax refunds and small businesses -Tax climate in
different states for small businesses -International tax shelters, and much more!
Small Business Tax Saving Tactics 2018/19Tax Planning for Sole Traders & Partnerships
Taxes can be stressful for a small business owner. You likely wear many hats, and the last
thing you want to do is give more of your hard-earned business income to the government.
Thankfully, there are many tax savings strategies to reduce your taxable liability as a business
owner. If you need ways to reduce your taxable income this year, read carefully If you are an
entrepreneur or small business owner learn how to: - have a blast in your business, entertain
more clients, give gifts and travel more - transform personal expenses into business expenses
- save yourself, your family, and your business hundreds, but more likely thousands a year lower your taxes every year, indefinitely - and most importantly, fund your retirement with
incredibly large tax-free contributions, all within the guidelines of the tax code.
Understand the A-Z of taxes within no time!Does the idea of filing taxes overwhelm you? Do
you feel lost and confused while dealing with taxes? Do you want to learn about the different
types of taxes a small business must pay? Do you want to understand your rights and
obligations as a taxpayer? If yes, then this is the perfect book for you. Even if you have never
dealt with taxes or are worried that you don't know the basics, this book will come in
handy.Understanding tax rules, regulations, and strategies are important for anyone who has a
business. Irrespective of whether it is a small or large business, taxes are crucial. There are
several types of taxes that must be paid that go beyond income tax. A small business has to
pay employment or payroll tax, excise tax, self-employment tax, property tax, sales tax,
dividend tax, and franchise tax apart from regular income tax. It is important to not just
understand the different types of taxes, but you must also know the various rates of
taxation.There are several rules and regulations about taxes. If you fail to pay certain taxes,
regardless of whether it is a conscious or unconscious decision, it will certainly cost you
additional money.The lack of familiarity with tax rules and strategies can lead to various
mistakes that cost businesses thousands of dollars in the form of penalties and fines every
year. Also, the type of taxes your business is required to pay depends on the type of business
you run. It is safe to say that there are several different aspects of your business you must take
into consideration when you pay taxes. From books of accounts to the separation of business
and personal expenses to proper tax practices, there are various topics you should familiarize
yourself with.There are millions of small business owners in the US, and the tax codes of this
nation continue to change regularly. Also, there are several variations in taxes from one state
to another. Therefore, you must understand different aspects of taxation, such as tax planning,
expense tracking, business decisions, categories of expenses, types of taxes, creating the tax
routine, avoiding penalties, and so on. Don't get scared if you have never dealt with any of
these issues before. Even if all this overwhelms you, take a deep breath because you have
nothing to worry about. Once you get the hang of it, you will realize how easy it is. This simple
guide will teach you steps.In this book, you will discover: The different types of taxes for small
businesses Importance of taxes for business decisions Rates of taxes payable Common tax
practices for small businesses Filing for taxes Taxation mistakes to avoid Applicable
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deductions for small businesses Practical tax-saving tips Helpful applications for taxes, and
much more. So, what are you waiting for? Grab your copy today and get started! When it
comes to taxes, knowledge is power! Therefore, it is time to gather all the information you need
to become a tax pro.
You earned it, now keep it! Maximize your profits by getting the most out of every tax
deduction. No matter what kind of small business you have, you owe it to yourself to take
advantage of every legitimate business deduction and personal tax planning advantage at tax
time. In the newly updated fifth edition of Make Sure It’s Deductible, Evelyn Jacks, Canada’s
bestselling and most trusted tax author and educator, delivers vital tax facts that will save you
money—presented in a clear, friendly style that’s easy to read, understand and apply to your
own business. Join the more than40,000 entrepreneurs who’ve turned to this tax-saving
classic to learn about: What expenditures are fully deductible and which are restricted How to
claim expenses under new auto and home office rules Hiring family members and splitting
income to keep more of your money Building significant wealth with the capital gains deduction
and savvy income re-investment strategies Planning for a secure lifestyle now and in
retirement Make Sure It’s Deductible provides vital, practical information you need to increase
your bottom line and run a tax-efficient and audit-proof small business. “Evelyn Jacks is welldeserving other reputation as Canada’s most trusted tax advisor. This book could save
thousands of tax dollars for anyone who is self-employed, runs a small business, or is thinking
of starting one.”—Gordon Pape, bestselling author and editor and publisher of The Internet
Wealth Builder
Introducing the EASY Practical Guide to Understanding Small Business Taxes AND Strategies
to Legally Minimize Your Taxes! (You Could be Losing $1000's!) Do you want to FINALLY
Understand How to Navigate the US Tax System? Do You Want to Streamline Your Taxes so
You Can Spend More Time Growing Your Business? Do You Want Simple and Easy Ways to
Reduce Your Tax Bill? We all know how annoying and frustrating doing our taxes can be, but a
business that neglects its taxes is quite simply running on borrowed time... Even small errors
and oversights can lead to harsh fines and audits, something you don't need on your bottom
line. However, developing a solid strategy to keep you in the IRS's good books is much easier
than you think, all you need is understanding and an easy to follow strategy, both of which
you'll find inside. So, instead of stressing and sweating over your taxes, you can lay the
groundwork& foundations now, and then spend your precious time doing what mattersDeveloping products/ Services your customers will love, growing your business and of course
increasing them profits. So, it's time to let us help you boost your tax IQ, stay ahead of the
curve (we include must know 2020 strategies and changes) and save yourself for what you are
good at- creating an amazing business. Discover everything you need to understand about
Small Business Taxes in the first part of the book, then simple, yet extremely effective, tips and
strategies to (legally) minimize your tax bill in the second part. Here's a slither of what you'll
discover... How Your Business Entity Type Effects Your Taxation (And What Business Type is
Best for Your Business Regarding Taxes!) The Surprising Ways to Capitalize on The Humane
Tendencies of The IRS The BEST Strategies for Managing Your Businesses Payroll Taxes
Why Doing Your Taxes Properly Can Actually Add Real Business Value The Must Know Guide
to Surviving an IRS Audit (This Could Save You $1000's) The No-Fuss Way to an Organized
Record Keeping System That Will Save You Hours of Time During Tax Season 4 Astounding
Strategies to STOP YOU Overpaying on Your Taxes All of The Updated Rules for The 2020
Tax Year (DON'T be Left Behind, The Tax Rules are ALWAYS Changing!) The Different Levels
of Government Tax and Why Understanding Each One is Essential The Step by Step Guide to
PERFECT Record Keeping And that is barely scratching the surface! Even if you have ZERO
tax understanding right now, and even if you have no idea what the difference is between
federal and state taxes, or the tax benefits of an LLC compared to a sole proprietor this book
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outlines exactly how you can understand EVERYTHING you need to know about taxes and
how to reduce them as much as you can LEGALLY! So, if you want to save hours during tax
season and potentially save $1000's on your tax bill then scroll up and click "Add to Cart."
This tax guide is essential reading for ALL self-employed business owners (sole traders,
partnerships etc). Many of the tax planning ideas are not widely known or covered in other
publications. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will uncover many useful nuggets that
will help them pay less income tax, national insurance, VAT, capital gains tax and inheritance
tax. Subjects covered include: How to claim a big tax deduction when you work from home Taxfree salaries for spouses and children (including minor children) How to claim a bigger tax
deduction for travel expenses (flights, hotels, meals, alcohol, etc) How to make your
entertainment costs tax deductible Tax saving strategies for e-commerce businesses How to
claim bigger capital allowances on cars, computers and equipment Seven chapters that will
help you increase tax relief on ALL your motoring expenses Borrowing money: How to make
interest on personal loans tax deductible Four chapters that will show you how to claim bigger
property tax deductions Tax-free benefits for your employees Year-end tax saving strategies
How to pay less VAT How to pay less capital gains tax and inheritance tax
Small business taxes taxing you out? For most business owners, their single biggest
“expense” (and headache) is dealing with their taxes. And while the just passed
Congressional tax bill reduced taxes for many of the estimated 30 million small business
owners in the U.S., the nation’s taxes continue to be complex. Not being up-to-speed on tax
rules and strategies can lead to mistakes that cost business owners thousands of dollars in
fines and penalties every year. Small Business Taxes For Dummies assists both current and
aspiring small business owners with important tax planning issues, including complete
coverage of the tax changes taking effect in 2018, creating an ongoing tax routine, dealing with
the IRS, and navigating audits and notices. Includes issues influencing incorporated small
businesses, partnerships, and LLCs Offers expanded coverage of other business taxes
including payroll and sales taxes Provides websites and other online tax resources Gives
guidance to millennials juggling multiple gigs If you’re a current or aspiring small business
owner looking for the most up-to-date tax planning issues, this book keeps you covered.

This tax guide is essential reading for ALL self-employed business owners (sole
traders, partnerships etc). Many of the tax planning ideas are not widely known or
covered in other publications. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will uncover
many useful nuggets that will help them pay less income tax, national insurance, VAT,
capital gains tax and inheritance tax. Subjects covered include how to claim a big tax
deduction when you work from home, tax-free salaries for spouses and children
(including minor children), tax credits: Why even those with quite high income can claim
them, how to claim a bigger tax deduction for travel expenses (flights, hotels, meals,
alcohol, etc), how to make your entertainment costs tax deductible, tax saving
strategies for e-commerce businesses, how to claim bigger capital allowances on cars,
computers and equipment, six chapters that will help you increase tax relief on ALL
your motoring expenses, borrowing money: How to make interest on personal loans tax
deductible, four chapters that will show you how to claim bigger property tax
deductions, tax-free benefits for your employees, year-end tax saving strategies, how to
pay less VAT, how to pay less capital gains tax and inheritance tax and how to set up a
company to save tax.
This tax guide is essential reading for all self-employed business owners (sole traders
and partnerships). It contains over 50 chapters of practical, tried and tested tax saving
techniques that your business can implement year-in, year-out, illustrated with easy to
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follow examples. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will uncover many useful
nuggets that will help them pay less income tax, national insurance, VAT, capital gains
tax and inheritance tax. The 9th edition was published in October 2021 and is
completely up to date. Subjects covered include: All the latest tax changes plus future
tax changes Full details of the recently announced Health & Social Care Levy and how
this affects business tax planning. How to claim a bigger tax deduction when you work
from home Paying tax-free salaries to your spouse and children How to claim a bigger
tax deduction for travel expenses (flights, hotels, meals) How to make some
entertainment costs tax deductible Claiming tax relief for bad debts and losses Tax
saving strategies for e-commerce businesses Capital allowances - how they're
calculated and how to maximise your claim Seven chapters on motoring tax issues
(cars, vans, fuel, VAT, leasing etc) How to maximise the tax relief on your borrowings
Four chapters dealing with property tax planning Tax-free benefits that can be paid to
your employees Year-end tax saving strategies How to pay less VAT How to qualify for
Business Asset Disposal Relief (10% capital gains tax) Inheritance tax - Everything you
need to know about Business Property Relief The benefits and drawbacks of using the
cash basis The new edition also has a detailed chapter on the major proposed changes
to the way sole traders and partnerships' accounting periods will be treated from
2023/24 and beyond - including tax planning strategies to make the most of the
proposed changes.
Tax saving tips, tricks and strategies for the small business owner. Small business
owners overpay their taxes to the tune of $160 billion dollars a year primarily because
they don't know what they can deduct. My Tax Tutor is designed to provide the small
business owner with a tax deduction checklist along with explanations of how each
deduction works along with any limitations on that deduction. Deductions are listed in
alphabetical order so you can go back to the book again and again to check the rules. A
must have for any small business owner. Don't give the government any more money
than you are legally obligated to. Written in an easy to read and understand manner no legalese here - by a CPA with over 20 years experience in small business taxes.
Updated for 2012 to include tax changes made in 2010 and 2011
Small businesses calculate their business profit or loss for income tax purposes, then
include this information on their personal tax returns. This guide will help you determine
which forms to use and how to get the information for these forms. Regardless of if you
have a start-up or multi-national firm, you will learn how to: -Find valuable deductions
and credits that will save you big money legally based on amounts you already spend.
-Plan future expenditures around tax savings to maximize the capital available for
growth. -Tips to avoid common pitfalls and unscrupulous tax advisors who will cost you
far more than any tax savings they advertise.
Compiled by an expert team of accountants, 78 Tax Tips For Canadians For Dummies
offers practical tax planning strategies. These individual tips offer straightforward advice
and insight that will save readers aggravation and money.
This tax guide is essential reading for all self-employed business owners (sole traders
and partnerships). It contains 50 chapters of practical, tried and tested tax saving
techniques that your business can implement year-in, year-out, illustrated with easy to
follow examples. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will uncover many useful
nuggets that will help them pay less income tax, national insurance, VAT, capital gains
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tax and inheritance tax. The 7th edition was published in September 2019. Subjects
covered include: How to claim a big tax deduction when you work from home Tax-free
salaries for spouses and children (including minor children) How to claim a bigger tax
deduction for travel expenses (flights, hotels, meals) How to make your entertainment
costs tax deductible Tax saving strategies for e-commerce businesses Capital
allowances - how they're calculated and how to maximise your claim Seven chapters
on motoring tax issues (cars, vans, fuel, VAT, leasing etc) How to maximise the tax
relief on your borrowings Four chapters that will show you how to claim bigger property
tax deductions Tax-free benefits that can be paid to your employees Year-end tax
saving strategies The pros and cons of changing your accounting date How to pay less
VAT Capital gains tax - How to qualify for Entrepreneurs Relief (10% tax) Inheritance
tax - Everything you need to know about Business Property Relief The benefits and
drawbacks of using the cash basis
This tax guide is essential reading for all self-employed business owners (sole traders
and partnerships). It contains over 50 chapters of practical, tried and tested tax saving
techniques that your business can implement year-in, year-out, illustrated with easy to
follow examples. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will uncover many useful
nuggets that will help them pay less income tax, national insurance, VAT, capital gains
tax and inheritance tax. The 8th edition was published in September 2020. Subjects
covered include: All tax changes announced in the March 2020 Budget and the July
2020 Summer Statement How to claim a bigger tax deduction when you work from
home Tax-free salaries for spouses and children (including minor children) How to
claim a bigger tax deduction for travel expenses (flights, hotels, meals) How to make
your entertainment costs tax deductible Tax saving strategies for e-commerce
businesses Capital allowances - how they're calculated and how to maximise your
claim Seven chapters on motoring tax issues (cars, vans, fuel, VAT, leasing etc) How to
maximise the tax relief on your borrowings Four chapters that will show you how to
claim bigger property tax deductions Tax-free benefits that can be paid to your
employees Year-end tax saving strategies The pros and cons of changing your
accounting date How to pay less VAT Capital gains tax - How to qualify for
Entrepreneurs Relief (10% tax) Inheritance tax - Everything you need to know about
Business Property Relief Fully revamped chapters on the benefits and drawbacks of
using the cash basis
The tax facts and strategies that every small business owner needs to know for their
2020 tax return and year-round planning Owning a small business is a big
responsibility. While all small business owners seek to improve their bottom line, few
realize all the ways that both current and new tax laws can help them do so. With J.K.
Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2021 you'll quickly discover how. Written in a
straightforward and accessible style, this reliable resource offers a complete overview
of small business tax planning and provides you with the information needed to make
tax-smart decisions throughout the year. Focusing on strategies that help you use
deductions and tax credits effectively, shield business income, and maximize other
aspects of small business taxes, this practical guide will show you how your actions in
business today can affect your bottom line from a tax perspective tomorrow. It also
shows COVID-19-related refund opportunities to improve your cash flow. In this fully
updated volume, you'll find: Detailed coverage of the newest tax laws, court decisions,
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and IRS rulings Planning strategies that can help you run a tax-smart business all year
long Comprehensive information on each available write-off, such as the QBI
deduction, as well as dollar limits and record-keeping requirements Clear instructions
on where to report income and claim deductions and credits on your tax forms
Guidance on tax implications for PPP loans, opening or closing a business, running a
sideline activity or multiple businesses, and succession planning Help with state taxes
and a guide to information returns you may need to file Sample forms and checklists to
help you prepare for tax time

"...a book for every Canadian in a small or home-based business who is
struggling with complex tax rules and regulations." —Dale Ennis, Canadian
MoneySaver "...easy-going style and avoidance of the more mind-numbing
details make for a solid primer on the perks and pitfalls of self-employment.
The...one-sentence tips in the appendix are probably worth the price of
admission alone." —Gordon Powers, The Globe and Mail "...one of the better
books I've seen on the market for small-business owners and better yet, it's all
Canadian content." —Linda A. Fox, The Toronto Sun As a small-business owner
or a home-based entrepreneur, you have lots of questions about taxes, but very
few answers. Fortunately for you, 167 Tax Tips for Canadian Small Business
contains a wealth of tax planning advice and strategies to help you save on your
business tax bill. So whether you want to do it yourself or reduce what you pay
your accountant - not to mention the government - this is how you'll keep more
money in your pocket, where it belongs. Packed with tax tips that will save you
hundreds, or even thousands, of dollars year-round. Written in a question-andanswer format that's easy to understand, practical, and easy to apply. Features
167 "Tax Beaters" - quick-reference tips that highlight key points - plus three
bonus tips to help you save even more! Explains how to save taxes in every
aspect and at every stage of your business. Features a Year-Round TaxPlanning Calendar. Coverage includes: business start-up, corporate tax planning,
GST/HST, deductibility of home and automobile expenses, what to do if you are
audited by the Canada Revenue Agency, CPP and QPP deductions for selfemployed entrepreneurs, and much more. The ultimate "tax coach" for every
Canadian in a small or home-based business, this book will help you to beat the
taxman at his own game!
"Tax Savvy for Small Business" lays out year-round tax-saving strategies to help
business owners minimize taxes. This third edition incorporates new, more
lenient rules for deducting home office expenses and new capital gains tax rates,
and explores changes in the way people are selected for an audit. Illustrations.
Legislators have written numerous lines into the tax code throughout the years to
soften the blow of the extra costs that self-employed persons must shoulder as
they do business. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December 2017
and effective as of the 2018 tax year, made several changes to self-employed tax
deductions. This book helps you handle your taxes with a simple and efficient
system. When you understand your taxes, you can make better budgeting and
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planning decisions to grow your personal net worth. You can even save money
by filing your own taxes - and know your financial situation like the back of your
hand! You'll find out how to get started doing your taxes, getting the deductions
you deserve, and enjoying a bigger refund check at the end of the year. Covers:
-The ins and outs behind our progressive tax system -Picking the right legal entity
for your business -What tax deduction you should consider in your business
-What business entity best fits your business -What category of business
deduction you should consider -Identify your deductions, and claim them
correctly
Make this tax season less stressful by educating yourself and being prepared. To
help you get started, we've created this guide that's designed to help you
understand small business taxes. From the different types of business taxes to
file your return, we'll cover it all so you can go into tax season with confidence.
This guide gives an overview of the different kinds of taxes newly-minted
entrepreneurs and owners of growing small businesses need to be aware of. It
offers you real-life examples to help you connect the information to your
business.
As a small business owner, you may assume the IRS has bigger fish to fry than
your small business operations. However, recent reports have cited that the IRS
has increasingly targeted small businesses for tax audits. There are millions of
small business owners in the US, and the tax codes of this nation continue to
change regularly. Also, there are several variations in taxes from one state to
another. Don't get scared if you have never dealt with any of these issues before.
Even if all this overwhelms you, take a deep breath because you have nothing to
worry about. Once you get the hang of it, you will realize how easy it is. This
simple guide will teach you steps. In this book, you will discover: -The different
types of taxes for small businesses -Importance of taxes for business decisions
-Rates of taxes payable -Common tax practices for small businesses -Filing for
taxes -Taxation mistakes to avoid -Applicable deductions for small businesses
-Practical tax-saving tips -Helpful applications for taxes, and much more.
Major new tax laws aimed at boosting the economy, addressing rising health care
costs and providing tax relief have created numerous tax planning opportunitiesand challenges. Tax rates and other changes that phase in and phase out
between now and 2010 make mid- and long-term financial planning difficult and
more tax-driven than ever before. Sound tax guidance and planning is essential
to maximize many of the available tax benefits and avoid tax pitfalls.
What every self-employed person needs to know about their taxes! If you’re selfemployed, chances are the majority of your time is spent finding new customers
or clients, servicing existing ones, and handling each and every aspect of your
business. Freelancers, independent contractors, gig economy participants, and
other individuals working for themselves need to be aware of their responsibilities
when it comes to paying their taxes. Even if you have an accountant or use tax
preparation software, you may not be aware of all the deductions and credits you
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are entitled to. That’s where the experts at J.K. Lasser come in. The second
edition of J.K. Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment helps you file your taxes
correctly, accurately, and on time. Using clear, jargon-free language, this
bestselling guide explains the legal and financial implications of self-employment
and shows you how to keep as much of your hard-earned money as legally
possible. You will learn the essentials of tax reporting and see what types of
valuable tax-saving deductions and credits you can claim. Fully updated to reflect
changes in the tax code, this new edition features practical examples, easy-touse worksheets, real-world tips, expert advice, and much more. A must-have
resource for anyone who fills out a Schedule C at tax time, this book: Offers
effective strategies for reducing your tax bill and increasing your cash flow
Presents a detailed overview of the Schedule C that explains when, where, and
what to file Explains how to protect yourself on a tax-advantaged basis with
insurance, health coverage, and retirement plans Features advice on growing
your business through technology and education programs Provides new and
updated information on the qualified business income deduction, getting certified
for government contracts, recent legislation that protects freelancers, and more
Don’t let being a solopreneur and filing your taxes be a source of stress and
anxiety for you and your business. J.K. Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment:
Taxes, Strategies, and Money-Saving Tips for Schedule C Filersis here to help.
You earned it, now keep it! Maximize your profits by getting the most out of every
tax deduction. No matter what kind of small business you have, you owe it to
yourself to take advantage of every legitimate business deduction and personal
tax planning advantage at tax time. In the newly updated fourth edition of Make
Sure It’s Deductible, Evelyn Jacks, Canada’s bestselling and most trusted tax
author and educator, delivers vital tax facts that will save you money—presented
in a clear, friendly style that’s easy to read, understand and apply to your own
business. Join the more than 35,000 entrepreneurs who’ve turned to this taxsaving classic to learn about: What expenditures are fully deductible and which
are restricted How to claim expenses under new auto and home office rules
Hiring family members and splitting income to keep more of your money Building
significant wealth with the capital gains deduction and savvy income reinvestment strategies Planning for a secure lifestyle now and in retirement Make
Sure It’s Deductible provides vital, practical information you need to increase
your bottom line and run a tax-efficient and audit-proof small business. “Evelyn
Jacks is well-deserving of her reputation as Canada’s most trusted tax advisor.
This book could save thousands of tax dollars for anyone who is self-employed,
runs a small business, or is thinking of starting one.” —Gordon Pape, bestselling
author and editor and publisher of The Internet Wealth Builder
Tax planning is a key element in running a successful business. An effective tax plan
for a business owner can be as valuable as an effective business plan. Effective Tax
Planning for the MicroBusiness is devoted to tax savings, tax deferral, and tax planning
strategies for the small business owner and self-employed individual with $1 million or
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less in annual sales/revenue. These strategies have been boiled down into their key
elements and presented in a simple, easy-to read format. As part of the "30 Minutes
With..." book series, this book is meant to be read in 30 minutes. The "30 Minutes
With..." series was designed to fill the needs of a fast-paced world in which time is the
most valuable commodity. The goal of the series is to present existing information in a
concise format, giving readers a comprehensive overview of a topic in a single 30
minute reading session.
Understand the A-Z of taxes within no time!Does the idea of filing taxes overwhelm
you? Do you feel lost and confused while dealing with taxes? Do you want to learn
about the different types of taxes a small business must pay? Do you want to
understand your rights and obligations as a taxpayer? If yes, then this is the perfect
book for you. Even if you have never dealt with taxes or are worried that you don't know
the basics, this book will come in handy.Understanding tax rules, regulations, and
strategies are important for anyone who has a business. Irrespective of whether it is a
small or large business, taxes are crucial. There are several types of taxes that must be
paid that go beyond income tax. A small business has to pay employment or payroll
tax, excise tax, self-employment tax, property tax, sales tax, dividend tax, and franchise
tax apart from regular income tax. It is important to not just understand the different
types of taxes, but you must also know the various rates of taxation.There are several
rules and regulations about taxes. If you fail to pay certain taxes, regardless of whether
it is a conscious or unconscious decision, it will certainly cost you additional money.The
lack of familiarity with tax rules and strategies can lead to various mistakes that cost
businesses thousands of dollars in the form of penalties and fines every year. Also, the
type of taxes your business is required to pay depends on the type of business you run.
It is safe to say that there are several different aspects of your business you must take
into consideration when you pay taxes. From books of accounts to the separation of
business and personal expenses to proper tax practices, there are various topics you
should familiarize yourself with.There are millions of small business owners in the US,
and the tax codes of this nation continue to change regularly. Also, there are several
variations in taxes from one state to another. Therefore, you must understand different
aspects of taxation, such as tax planning, expense tracking, business decisions,
categories of expenses, types of taxes, creating the tax routine, avoiding penalties, and
so on. Don't get scared if you have never dealt with any of these issues before. Even if
all this overwhelms you, take a deep breath because you have nothing to worry about.
Once you get the hang of it, you will realize how easy it is. This simple guide will teach
you steps.In this book, you will discover: The different types of taxes for small
businesses Importance of taxes for business decisions Rates of taxes payable
Common tax practices for small businesses Filing for taxes Taxation mistakes to avoid
Applicable deductions for small businesses Practical tax-saving tips Helpful applications
for taxes, and much more. Any failure to pay tax can land your business in unnecessary
legal trouble. Also, if you don't consider your tax liability, it can unknowingly eat into
your bottom line. To maximize your profits, and stay out of legal hassle, your business
must always pay its taxes on timeSo, what are you waiting for? Grab your copy today
and get started! When it comes to taxes, knowledge is power! Therefore, it is time to
gather all the information you need to become a tax pro.
Tired of paying so much tax to the IRS? You are not alone! Small business owners and
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self-employed people are overpaying their taxes by millions of dollars every year. Tax
pro Wayne Davies provides the tax reduction strategies you need to substantially lower
your taxes. Read this book to discover 29 perfectly legal tax deductions you can use
without any fear of the IRS. Here you'll find the answers to these questions:What is the
easiest way for a Small Business Owner/Self-Employed Person to lower your taxes?
This tax strategy is so simple you'll be wondering why you haven't been using it for
years. Are you paying yourself the "right way" or the "wrong way"? Self-employed
people are notorious for compensating themselves in a way that actually increases their
taxes. Learn this tax tip and you'll know how to pay yourself so that you pay less tax,
not more. Do you know how to turn non-deductible personal medical expenses into a
legitimate business expense? Most taxpayers can never write off medical expenses.
This deduction changes that. Do you know how to convert taxable income into tax-free
income? Yes, it can be done. . . legally! Are you deducting your commuting miles? Most
business owners don't. This book will show you how to do it without worrying about an
audit. This deduction alone could save you a bundle. Readers love the "plain English"
writing style of author Wayne Davies. "This book is clear and concise. It's as simple as
tax talk can possibly be." "I've never seen so much great tax info distilled into simple,
even entertaining explanations." "No technical gobbledygook, just excellent information
you can use immediately."
This book, The Best Tax Saving Strategies, and Tips, was written to help you keep your
hard-earned money for your family or business, and not pay it all out in taxes.
Throughout the book, you will find hundreds of strategies, real-life examples, and tips to
lower your tax burden this year, next year, and every year. Each of the ten sections in
this book allows the reader to find helpful answers to their particular tax situation quickly
and easily. This easy-to-use book includes a variety of checklists to reference through
the year to maximize deductions, minimize the chances of being audited by the IRS,
and it includes tax planning strategies to help you keep as much of your money as
possible. Filing taxes can be an overwhelming headache, but becoming familiar with
the tax planning strategies in this book can help you become a proactive taxpayer and
minimize your tax burden. Scott A Jefferys is a Certified Public Accountant, author, and
entrepreneur, with a Master's Degree in Taxation. Scott is an expert in individual and
business taxes, and has helped clients lower their taxes for over 25 years. For the last
19 years, he has managed his own growing CPA firm in Exton, Pennsylvania,
specializing in accounting, tax planning, and consulting services for small businesses
and middle to high-income individuals. Scott believes that small businesses are the
lifeblood of our economy, and that the best way for a small business to grow is by
keeping money in the business, not by paying too much in taxes. Not a week goes by
without someone in his firm researching tax planning opportunities, and he wants to
share this information and knowledge with everyone. Scott and his wife live in the
suburbs of Philadelphia with their two children.
Knowing the ins and outs of the tax code is vital to the health of every small business.
Virtually every decision a business makes has tax consequences that can affect its
bottom line -- and the IRS is always watching. Tax Savvy for Small Business provides
valuable strategies that will free up your time and money for what counts -- running your
business, and running it effectively. It explains how to: § deduct current and capitalized
expenses § write off up to $105,000 of long-term assets each year § compare the
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advantages of LLCs, corporations, sole proprietorships and more § take advantage of
fringe benefits § keep records that will head off trouble with the IRS § get tax breaks
from business losses § deal with payroll taxes § negotiate payment plans for late taxes
§ handle an audit § get IRS penalties and interest reduced § maximize retirement funds
§ use retirement funds as a tax break Completely updated, the 10th edition of Tax
Savvy for Small Business provides the latest tax breaks, rules, forms and publications.
Interview with Rick Carroll on Section 79, a powerful tax saving strategy for small
business owners how want to save on taxes, and also start planning for retirement
income.
Tax facts and strategies every self-employed person needs to know If you're thinking
about starting a business, or have already begun one, you are not alone. There are
more than 23 million workers who are already self-employed and file Schedule C to
report their income and expenses. As a self-employed person you have to handle
many, if not all, of the aspects of running your business. J.K. Lasser's Guide to SelfEmployment is intended to help you with some business aspects with which you may
not be familiar—but which have a great impact on your bottom line. It skillfully focuses on
taxes as well as many legal and financial matters that may pertain to your business.
Informative and accessible, J.K. Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment is designed for
you, the self-employed person working alone as a service provider, to help pin down all
of the tax breaks to which you may be entitled. Divided into three comprehensive parts,
this reliable resource will help you: Learn the basics of tax reporting: from what it means
to be self-employed and an overview of what you have to report—as well as where and
when—to becoming familiar with Schedule C Discover the various types of deductions
and credits you can claim to reduce revenue that's taxed Become familiar with an array
of planning strategies that you can use to make better business decisions throughout
the year as well as other strategies you can employ as your business grows And much
more Don't be intimidated by taxes and other responsibilities of being self-employed.
Instead, embrace the opportunities that a better understanding of tax, legal, and
financial responsibilities can produce. Let J.K. Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment show
you how. Don't forget to view the free online supplement to this book at JKLasser.com
for late tax changes made by Congress and other up-to-the-minute developments.
Maximize your bottom line with the nation's most trusted small business tax guide J.K.
Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020 is the small business owner's ultimate guide to a
money-saving, stress-free tax season. Providing straightforward advice from the
nation's most trusted tax expert on small business taxes, this book gives you the
answers you need quickly, with clear, concise guidance. Updated to cover changes
from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and other legislation, this edition also includes an esupplement covering additional developments from Congress and the IRS to keep you
fully up-to-date. A complete listing of all available business deductions and credits helps
you identify those you qualify for, and includes critical information on dollar limits,
recordkeeping requirements, and how to actually take the write-off—all the way down to
the IRS form to use. Organizational and planning strategies help you get through the
process quickly and with fewer headaches, and this year's changes to the tax laws are
explained in terms of how they affect your filing. Keeping up with the intricacies of tax
law and filing is a full-time job—but it's not your full-time job. You have a business to run.
This book gives you the guidance you need in the time that you have so you can get
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taxes out of the way and get back to work. Learn which expenses qualify for
deductions—and which ones don't Adopt a more organized recordkeeping system to
streamline the filing process Explore small-business-specific strategies for starting or
closing a business, running a sideline business, and operating in multiple businesses
Decode the various forms and worksheets correctly with step-by-step guidance Auditproof your return Review obligations for the “other taxes,” including payroll and excise
taxes Every year, millions of small business owners overpay their taxes because they
lack the time and expertise to make tax-sensitive business decisions throughout the
year only to learn that it’s too late to act when it comes to tax time. Now you can put
your money back where it belongs—in your business. J.K. Lasser's Small Business
Taxes 2020 helps you take wise actions during the year and tells you how to file
completely and accurately while maximizing your bottom line.

E-commerce makes many aspects of starting a business simpler, but sales tax
isn't one of them. Your online store is basically open for business in 50 states,
each with a unique set of sales tax laws. Learn how to put the tax code to work
for you! Congress has passed several tax incentives to get people to start
businesses. But you could be paying way more in taxes than you are required if
you are not set upright. In this book, we cover entity setup, benefits, home office
deduction, common expenses, and much more, all written in plain English, not
tax jargon or Accountant-else. This book condenses down the most important
topics into a quick read because you are busy, you are a small business owner
and we understand that!
5.5 million people in the UK are paying more income tax than they should,
according to Gov.UK data. Many are unknowingly missing out on allowances and
deductions they can claim and save hundreds and thousands of pounds every
year. This reference guide is essential reading for all PAYE taxpayers, selfemployed and small business owners including limited companies, sole traders
and partnerships. It will provide you with tax saving tactics and guidance on
becoming tax efficient, and help you claim for allowances and benefits to
increase your savings. The guide includes valuable tips on completing your selfassessment and do's and don'ts to keep in mind while submitting your tax return.
Almost every expense that you can justify as related to your business will allow
for some deductions but you must keep records of all expenses and understand
how to claim for it. Information provided in this guide will help you check if you
qualify for a tax refund, how to claim for it, and how to apply for a tax relief. It is
possible to claim back some allowances you may have missed for the previous
four years. Table of Contents How to use this guide Why you could be
overpaying and may qualify for a Tax refund New changes for Tax year 2018/19
The big Allowances and Benefits you may have missed Tax Saving Tactics for
Self-employed and Business Owners Benefits you are entitled to Smart Tips and
Best Practices Recommendations for Self Employed and Business Owners
Recommendations for PAYE Taxpayers Companies, organisations and
resources mentioned: Gov.uk, HMRC, Taxback.co.uk,
Workmileagetaxrebate.co.uk, Childcarechoices.gov.uk, National Trust,
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SimplyBusiness.co.uk, Which, SimpleTax, Intuit QuickBooks, and
Listentotaxman.com
When it comes to taxes, do you know what you don't know? Taxes don't have to
be taxing, take control of your finances and learn the secrets of sophisticated tax
strategies from professionals! Put money in your pocket with easy to read
relatable stories of real people, just like you!* Powerful tax strategies in every
story!* Save $$$ this year and every year after that!* Stories conclude with
"Questions for your tax professional", so you will always know the right questions
to ask.* Each story is easy to read and self-contained, skip straight to the stories
that relate to YOU!* Tax Tips for small business owners, read how to save money
without spending a dime and so many more, WOW!* Tax Tips for W2 employees,
read about RMD tricks, "Bunching", Backdoor Roth's, using college savings
accounts to buy a beach house and much MORE!* DON'T GO THERE DOUG!
Examples of how to avoid "tax traps" and pitfalls.* Don't miss out on tax saving
strategies any longer!Wouldn't it be great if there was a tax book that anyone
could read and understand, that wasn't boring, and that actually had great
information that you could use today to start saving money? Unlike tax books
filed with complicated tax codes, The "Not a Tax Book" Tax Book helps you
discover tax reduction strategies through the success stories of real people, just
like you.This easy read is packed full of information that will provide you with
strategies to save taxes and put your money back where it belongs?in your bank
account. If you own a small business and want to maximize your tax benefit, this
book is for you! Do you own a rental, contribute to 401K's, IRA's, HSA's, 529's or
other accounts with letters and numbers? Then this book is for you! This book
gives you the answers you need quickly, with straightforward guidance that will
give you a tremendous head start toward keeping more cash in your pocket
every month and year after year. About the authors: Michael A. York, EA
(Michael A. York & Associates, Salt Lake City, UT) literally grew up in a CPA firm
- his dad didn't teach him how to fix anything, he taught Michael how to deduct it,
and Michael has spent decades focusing on nothing but taxes. Andrew L.
Stevens, EA, MBA (Houston Tax Advisors, Houston, TX) began working in that
same tax firm in 1999, and has since gone to business school, worked in
management consulting, started a business and sold it, all while remaining
grounded to his roots in taxes. When Michael and Andrew sat down to compare
notes, they started with the question, "What is the best thing we have found to
educate clients about tax strategy?" Their answers were identical: relatable
stories! No one likes code sections and very few understand tax language, but
everyone can relate to (and remember!) real stories about real people. So they
wrote a book full of real stories about how real people save real money on their
taxes, and the best part is that you can use these strategies, too! Taxes don't
need to tax you anymore!Need a tax professional? Contact The York Tax
GroupTel: (801) 733-8637info@notataxbook.comwww.notataxbook.com
"Create a business tax strategy that will save you time, energy, and money.
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Getting your tax matters on track will free up your time to do what really counts:
run a profitable business. Tax Savvy for Small Business shows you how to:
deduct operating expenses, deduct travel, vehicle, and meal expenses, take
advantage of tax credits, write off long-term assets, compare business structures,
keep solid business records, and handle an IRS audit. This completely updated
edition of Tax Savvy for Small Business covers new tax rules under the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) and how those
rules affect small business owners"--Page 4 of cover.
This tax guide is essential reading for all self-employed business owners (sole
traders and partnerships). It contains 50 chapters of practical, tried and tested tax
saving techniques that your business can implement year-in, year-out, illustrated
with easy to follow examples. Even those with substantial tax knowledge will
uncover many useful nuggets that will help them pay less income tax, national
insurance, VAT, capital gains tax and inheritance tax. The 5th edition was
published in August 2018. Subjects covered include: How to claim a big tax
deduction when you work from home Tax-free salaries for spouses and children
(including minor children) How to claim a bigger tax deduction for travel expenses
(flights, hotels, meals etc) How to make your entertainment costs tax deductible
Tax saving strategies for e-commerce businesses Capital allowances - how
they're calculated and how to maximise your claim Seven chapters on motoring
tax issues (cars, vans, fuel, VAT, leasing etc) How to maximise the tax relief on
your borrowings Four chapters that will show you how to claim bigger property
tax deductions Tax-free benefits that can be paid to your employees. Year-end
tax saving strategies The pros and cons of changing your accounting date How
to pay less VAT Capital gains tax - How to qualify for Entrepreneurs Relief (10%
tax) Inheritance tax - Everything you need to know about Business Property
Relief The benefits and drawbacks of using the cash basis
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